WHAT IS A 3% LIFT IN
SALES WORTH TO
YOUR COMPANY?

It’s a fact that on-shelf availability and
compliance issues cost Consumer Goods
companies up to 10% of their sales.
The majority of companies’ lost sales value
is from poor promotional execution.
20:20 RDI identifies the exact issues
and generates the associated actionable
insights using retailer POS data to fix
those issues for Perfect Store execution.

Take Corrective Actions
Actionable insights and automatic generated alerts increase field teams’ effectiveness
by performing the actions with the greatest ROI

Achieve the ‘Perfect Store’ in Every Store
20:20 RDI measures individual execution issues and lost sales for every store, to
prioritize fixing the drivers of Perfect Store

Solve Problems in Real Time
Fix promotional execution issues – when they still matter – with 20:20 RDI’s overnight
analysis capabilities

Maximize Field Team Effectiveness
Keep reps focused on the right stores and the most impactful products in those stores

Every category, retailer and supplier is different, so let
20:20 RDI calculate the exact value of your lost sales!

Sophisticated algorithms identify patterns in the data that give clues to the root
cause, directing field reps straight to the highest value issues.
20:20 RDI is a wholly owned division of StayinFront, a leading global provider of
mobile, cloud-based field force solutions who works with six of the ten* largest
consumer goods companies in the world.
Try before you buy; our Proof of Concept (POC) package allows you to see your lost
sales data and lost sales in a specific retailer to help build a business case internally.

Take Advantage of Our Special
Limited Time Offers!
For a limited time, 20:20 RDI is reducing the investment for a
Proof of Concept by 50%.
We’re so confident of the results, that if you move on to the Pilot phase, we’ll
refund the entire Proof of Concept fee!

Act fast, this offer ends on April 30, 2019.
These offers are available for Consumer Goods companies in the United States and Canada only.

Do More.

Know More.

Sell More.

Please contact Sales at sales@stayinfront.com or call 973.461.4800 to learn more.
www.stayinfront.com
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*Case studies and references are available upon request.
This information is the confidential property of StayinFront, Inc.
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